NTDB: Thermodynamic Database for Nucleic Acids
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ABSTRACT

A new thermodynamic database for normal and modified nucleic acids has been developed. This Thermodynamic Database for Nucleic Acids (NTDB) includes sequence, structure and thermodynamic information as well as experimental methods and conditions. In this release, there are 1851 sequences containing both normal and modified nucleic acids. A user-friendly web-based interface has been developed to allow data searching under different conditions. Useful thermodynamic tools for the study of nucleic acids have been collected and linked for easy usage. NTDB is available at http://ntdb.chem.cuhk.edu.hk.

INTRODUCTION

Thermodynamic properties of nucleic acids have attracted considerable attention since the early 1960s. Information on thermodynamics is very important in understanding the biological function of nucleic acids, such as DNA replication, mutation, repair and transcription (1,2). Its availability is also essential for the design of optimal experimental conditions for carrying out numerous molecular biological techniques including antigen targeting (3–5), Kunkel mutagenesis (6), mismatch amplification refractory mutation assay (7), oligonucleotide chip design (8–11), PCR (12), sequencing by hybridization (8,13) and Southern blotting (14). It is also helpful in the development of secondary structure prediction of nucleic acids (15,16), and plays a significant role in the design of novel oligonucleotide modification for antisense therapeutics (17).

With the rapid development of Internet technology, the availability of a compiled source of thermodynamics information in the form of a database would greatly enhance scientific communication and the sharing of scientific results. However, most web-accessible biological databases are focused on communication and the sharing of scientific results. Until recently, Gromiha et al. developed a Thermodynamic Database for Proteins and Mutants (ProTherm), emphasizing collection of thermodynamic and structural information on protein mutant stability (18). There is no similar web-accessible database whereby the thermodynamic information of normal and modified nucleic acids has been categorically collected. In this work, we present a Thermodynamic Database for Nucleic Acids (NTDB), which includes a collection of thermodynamic and structural data, experimental methods, conditions and the corresponding references.

DATABASE INFRASTRUCTURE

In NTDB, each entry is given an identity number. The information in each entry includes: (i) the sequence of normal and modified nucleic acids; (ii) the structural type (e.g. DNA or RNA), with or without mismatches, dangling ends, bulge loops and modification information on the base, sugar and/or phosphate position; (iii) thermodynamic data including the enthalpy, \( \Delta H \); entropy, \( \Delta S \); Gibbs free energy, \( \Delta G \), and also melting temperature, \( T_m \); (iv) the type of measuring instrument, strand concentration, composition of the buffer used (e.g. NaCl, sodium cacodylate, sodium phosphate, EDTA); and (v) relevant reference information. An example is shown in Figure 1. The reference for all entries in NTDB is linked to the NCBI PubMed literature database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Entrez/medline.html). In addition, a set of useful tools such as thermal denaturation profile, extinction coefficient, free energy calculation, secondary structure prediction and primer selection relevant to the study of nucleic acids are also collected for the user. Links are implemented to connect some valuable related articles as well as information on scientific groups active in this field.

DATABASE STATISTICS

In this release, NTDB contains 1851 entries, which are classified into 49 different classes. It includes 727 DNA, 162 RNA, 79 DNA/RNA, 37 PNA and 105 other modified nucleic acid sequences. There are 287 entries with base modifications and 147 entries with other modifications among the 1851 entries. In addition, there are 532 entries containing mismatches, 373 entries with dangling ends, 58 entries with bulge loops, 207 hairpin entries and 47 entries on DNA and RNA triplexes.

NTDB SEARCHING

A web-based interface has been developed for searching information in the NTDB as shown in Figure 2. A search can be readily carried out when appropriate criteria are imposed, e.g. structural type, sequence, mismatches, dangling and bulge loop information, other modification information, range of \( \Delta H \), \( \Delta S \), \( T_m \), citation information. For each search, a shortlist of sequences fulfilling the search requirements will be shown (Fig. 3) and the information is linked to the NTDB ID.
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NTDB AVAILABILITY AND CITATION

NTDB can be freely accessed at http://ntdb.chem.cuhk.edu.hk. NTDB users are encouraged to cite this article and include the URL address. Any comments, suggestions and contributions are welcomed and should be addressed to the corresponding author.
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**Figure 2.** The searching interface of NTDB.

**Figure 3.** An example of a search result using NTDB.